
Online Book Studies
100% Asynchronous       2024-25

September: Teaching with AI: a Practical Guide to a New Era of Human 
Learning, by Jose Antonio Bowen and C. Edward Watson.  From interactive
learning techniques to advanced assignment and assessment strategies,
this comprehensive guide offers practical suggestions for integrating AI
effectively into teaching and learning environments.  7 PDH

October: Habits of Resilient Educators: Strategies for Thriving During 
Times of Anxiety, Doubt, & Constant Change, by Lindsay Prendergast &
Piper Lee.  As a team of eternal optimists, the authors draw from their vast
collective experience and research-based knowledge to show the crucial
relationship between teacher well-being and student success.   6 PDH

November: Set Boundaries, Find Peace: A Guide to Reclaiming Yourself
by Nedra Glover Tawwab.  Rooted in the latest research and best practices,
these techniques help us identify and express our needs clearly and without
apology - and unravel a root problem behind codependency, power
struggles, anxiety, depression, burnout, and more.   8 PDH

January: The Anxious Generation: How the Great Rewiring of Childhood 
is Causing an Epidemic of Mental Illness, by Jonathan Haidt.  He presents
more than a dozen mechanisms by which this “great rewiring” has interfered
with children’s social and neurological development, covering everything
from sleep deprivation to attention fragmentation & more.   10 PDH

February: May Contain Lies: How Stories, Statistics, & Studies Exploit 
Our Biases, & What We Can Do About It, by Alex Edmans.  Using colorful
examples, Edmans highlights the biases that cause us to mistake
statements for facts, facts for data, data for evidence, and evidence for
proof.   8 PDH

March: The Learning Game: Teaching Kids to Think for Themselves, 
Embrace Challenge, & Love Learning, by Ana Lorena Fabrega.  The ideas
of this book will arm you with practical tools to design a new approach to
learning―one that leaves behind the game of school and prepares your kids
for the game of life.   8 PDH

April: The Art of Teaching Children: All I learned From a Lifetime in the 
Classroom, by Phillip Done.  Done tackles topics you won’t find in any other
teaching book, including Back to School Night nerves, teacher pride, the
Sunday Blues, Pinterest envy, teacher guilt, and the things they never warn
you about in “teacher school” but should.  11 PDH

All book studies are FREE thanks to support from ISBE and the Area 5 SEL Hub.
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